Masked Innocence (Hqn)

The man was sinful. It wasnt just the looks that made him dangerous, it was the cocky
confidence that dominated every move, every touch. And the frustrating yet ecstatic fact about
the whole package was that he could back it all up… Julia Campbell never knows what to
expect with win-at-all-costs Brad De Luca. And shes starting to like it that way. She gave up
safe, conventional relationships when she let the elite divorce attorney seduce her into his
world. Now that hes determined to strip her naked of every inhibition, shes in danger of falling
too deep and too fast. But their affair begins to feel even more dangerous when a murder
leaves a trail of suspicion that points straight to the mob…and Brad. Trusting a man with a bad
reputation and a past full of secrets seems like a mistake. But when shes forced to make a
choice, the consequences will take her further than she could ever have imagined.
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